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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the performance of a document distribution model that interconnects Web caches
through a satellite channel. During recent years Web caching has emerged as an important way to reduce client-
perceived latency and network resource requirements in the Internet. Also a satellite distribution is being rapidly
deployed to offer Internet services while avoiding highly congested terrestrial links. When Web caches are inter-
connected through a satellite distribution, caches end up containing all documents requested by a huge community
of clients. Having a large community of clients connected to a cache, the probability that a client is the first one to
request a document is very small, and the number of requests that are hit in the cache increases. In this paper we
develop analytical models to study the performance of a cache-satellite distribution. We derive simple expressions
for the hit rate of the caches, the bandwidth in the satellite channel, the latency experienced by the clients, and the
required capacity of the caches. Additionally, we use trace driven simulations to validate our model and evaluate
the performance of a real cache-satellite distribution.

1 Introduction

The growth of the World Wide Web overloads popular servers, increases the network traffic, and causes slow re-
sponses to the clients. To alleviate these problems, Web caching is being extensively deployed in the Internet. With
Web caching when a client requests a document for the first time, the document is delivered directly from the ori-
gin server and a copy of the document is stored in the cache. Further requests for the same document are satisfied
directly from the cache. Web caching happens at different network levels: Clients have local caches that satisfy
multiple requests for the same document coming from the same client (i.e. temporal locality). Local ISPs have
institutional caches that satisfy requests for the same document coming from different clients (i.e., geographical
locality). Requests satisfied by a cache are calledhits. Requests not satisfied by a cache are calledmisses. misses
can be classified into:

� First-Access: misses occurring when requesting documents for the first time.

� Capacity: misses occurring when accessing documents previously requested but discarded from the cache due
to space limitations.

� Updates: misses occurring when accessing documents previously requested that have expired in the meantime.



� Non-cacheable: misses occurring when accessing documents that need to be delivered from the origin server
(e.g. dynamic documents generated from cgi-bin scripts or fast changing documents)

Even when a cache has infinite storage capacity, the number of misses in an institutional cache can be very high
(50%-70%) [3] [4]. Recent studies have shown that non-cacheable documents typically account for10%-20% of all
requests[28][22]. Furthermore, update misses account for approximately9% of all requests [28]. Thus, there is a
large percentage of requests that result in first-access misses (30%-50%), in particular when a small client population
is connected to the cache.

One way to reduce the number of both first-access, and update misses is to preload the cache with new documents and
document updates, expecting that clients are likely to request them later. Prepopulating caches, however, requires
additional disk space and may waste network bandwidth. Disk space may not be such a problem since disk capacity
is increasing at rate of 60% per year and large disks are becoming increasingly cheaper [7][16]. A more serious
problem arises when network bandwidth is wasted by prefetching documents that no client requests through highly
congested and expensive Internet links. An alternative way to preload Web caches is to use a satellite distribution,
which has fewer losses and congestion problems than a distribution in the terrestrial Internet. Also, a satellite
distribution can reach a very large number of receivers with low cost and relatively little effort- adding a new
additional receiver does not increase the cost of transmission.

A cache-satellite distribution works as follows. Clients are connected to caches that have a satellite receiving dish.
When there is a miss at any cache, the cache obtains the document from the origin server and reports the missed URL
to a master site that is equipped with a satellite transmitting antenna. The master site fetches itself the document
from the origin server and transmits the document over the satellite channel. As a result,all caches connected to the
cache-satellite distribution receive the broadcasted document and can use it to satisfy local requests. The probability
that a cache is the first cache asking for a document becomes very small, thus, reducing significantly the number
of first-access and update misses. As more caches join the satellite distribution, the aggregation of clients is higher
and the number of misses in one cache is smaller. After a certain period of time, caches with huge storage capacity
can end up containing most of the documents in the Web. Recently, several companies (e.g., Sky Cache [27]) have
started to offer such a cache-satellite distribution service. For a more detailed description of the technical details of
a cache-satellite distribution see [27][24].

In this paper we investigate the feasibility and performance of a cache-satellite scheme. In the first part of the paper
we develop analytical models to calculate upper bounds on the performance of a cache-satellite distribution. Using
an analytical model, we can study the effect of many different parameters over a large range of values and examine
the implications of future trends in Web traffic. In particular, we derive expressions to calculate the maximum
achievable hit rate in a cache connected to a cache-satellite satellite distributionand study how the hit rate varies with
the client population. We also analyze the latency experienced by clients when caches cooperate through a satellite
distributionand when caches cooperate through a caching hierarchy, which is commonly used in the Internet to make
caches cooperate [9]. In addition, we calculate the storage capacity needed to store all documents pushed through
the satellite as well as the bandwidth requirements for the satellite link. Exploiting the highly skewed distribution
of Web documents, where very few documents account for most of the requests, we also study the performance of
a satellite distribution where only those documents that see a certain number of requests during the lifetime of the
document are pushed through the satellite link. We study the impact of this simple filtering policy on the hit rate,
bandwidth, and disk space.

In the second part of the paper we use trace driven simulations to evaluate a real cache-satellite distribution. In par-
ticular we examine logs from an ISP in the USA (AYE) that is connected to the SkyCache satellite distribution [27].
This cache-satellite distribution covers the USA and Europe and comprises a large number of ISPs. We study the hit
rate improvement offered by a cache-satellite distribution and the additional disk space requirements. We then use
NLANR [3] traces to explore the potential of a cache-satellite distribution with a higher number of clients. For this
purpose, we analyze traces from AYE and NLANR that were collected during the same period of time and simulate
a scenario where NLANR caches also get connected to the cache-satellite distribution.



Our results show that a cache-satellite distributionhas important benefits for ISPs with a small client population. ISPs
with few clients can achieve very high hit rateslocally, without having to install and maintain any cache-cooperation
protocol for creating a larger receiver population. A cache-satellite distribution, automatically federates a large
number of ISP caches with minimum configuration and very little effort, increasing the hit ratios and providing fast
access to a large number of documents. In the case of an ISP with a large client population, connecting itself to
a cache-satellite distribution does not increase the hit rate significantly. However, a cache-satellite distribution can
significantly reduce the cost of any ISP to fill the cache with many documents, since documents reach the cache
through the satellite link, allowing the more expensive terrestrial links to be used for other services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and similar approaches to increase the
performance of Web caches. In Section 3 we present the model of a cache-satellite distribution that will be used for
our analysis. Section 4 derives expressions to evaluate the performance of a cache-satellite distribution. In Section 5
we explore the impact of several model parameters on latency, hit rate, disk capacity, and bandwidth. Section 6 uses
trace driven simulation to study the performance of a cache-satellite distribution. The results obtained in Section 6
are also used to validate the model developed in Section 3. The paper ends with a conclusion and summary of the
results.

2 Related Work

Web caching has been recognized as one of the most important techniques to help scaling the Internet. The hit rate
of a Web cache is a function of the client population it manages. During the last years there has been extensive
research on how to make caches cooperate to increase the total effective client population, increase the hit ratios,
and reduce the document-access latency. Web caching cooperation was first proposed in the context of the Har-
vest project [10], that designed the Internet Cache Protocol (ICP) [31], which supports discovery and retrieval of
documents from neighboring caches. Today, many caches have established hierarchies of caches that cooperate via
ICP [3]. Other approaches to make caches cooperate have been proposed recently, such as the Cache Array Routing
Protocol (CARP) [29], the central directory approach (CRISP) [14], Summary Cache [12], Cache Digest [26], the
Relais project [21]. All these approaches use different strategies to share meta-information indicating the location
of Web documents in Web caches.

Cache cooperation needs a careful selection of the cooperating caches and in some cases a whole new application-
layer routing infrastructure with intermediate caches in the path from the local ISP to the origin server [30] [32].
Additionally, requests not hit in the local ISP need to travel to other ISP caches, which may be overloaded or
connected through congested links. If many documents could be prefetched into local caches, most of the requests
could be satisfied locally and no intermediate caches or cooperating protocols would be needed. There have been
several approaches to preload documents into Web caches [13] [20] [18]. However, all these approaches use the
terrestrial Internet links and incur a high cost if the prefetched documents are not requested. In this paper, on the
other hand, we present a scheme where documents requested by a large community are pushed into local caches
using a satellite distribution, which is cost-efficient and does not require any inter-cache cooperation.

3 The Model

3.1 Internet Topology

As shown in Figure 1, the Internet connecting the server and the clients can be modeled as a hierarchy of ISPs,
each ISP with its own autonomous administration. We shall make the reasonable assumption that the Internet
hierarchy consists of three levels of ISPs: institutional, regional, and national. All of the clients are connected to the
institutional ISP; the institutional ISPs are connected to the regional networks; the regional networks are connected



to the national ISP.
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Figure 1: Internet topology.

We model the underlying network topology in Figure 2 as a fullO-ary tree. LetO be the nodal outdegree of the tree.
LetH be the number of network links between the root node of a national ISP and the root node of a regional ISP. We
also suppose thatH is the number of links between the root node of a regional ISP and the root node of a institutional
ISP. Letz be the number of links between a origin server and the root node of the tree (i.e., the international path).
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Figure 2: The tree model.

3.2 Hierarchical Caching in the Internet

To compare the performance of a cache-satellite distribution to a cache-cooperating scheme, we consider a hierarchi-
cal caching cooperation, which is one popular cache-cooperating scheme to increase the total client population. To
study the performance of other cache-cooperating schemes in comparison to hierarchical caching, see [23]. Caches
are usually placed at the access points between two different networks to reduce the cost of transmitting across a



new network. As shown in Figure 1, we make this assumption for all three levels. Every institutional ISP has an
institutional cache on level1 of the tree, every regional ISP has a regional cache on levelH , and every national
ISP has a national cache placed on level2H + 1. Therefore, there is one national cache,OH regional caches, and
O2H institutional caches. Hierarchical caching works as follows. At the bottom level of the hierarchy are the client
caches. When a document request is not satisfied by the client’s cache, the request is redirected to the institutional
cache. If the document is not found at the institutional cache, the request is then forwarded to the regional cache,
which in turn forwards unsatisfied requests to the national cache. If a requested document is not found in the cache
hierarchy the national cache requests the document directly from the server. When the document is found, either at
a cache or at the origin server, it travels down the hierarchy, leaving a copy at each of the intermediate caches.

3.3 Satellite Distribution

Given the model of the Internet described on Figure 2, we now consider the situation where theO2H institutional
caches cooperate via a satellite distribution (Figure 3). Every institutional ISP has an institutional cache with Internet
connection, high storage capacity, and a satellite dish for receiving. Note that there is no more a caching hierarchy
(i.e. regional or national caches). In addition to the institutional caches, there is also a master site which has an
Internet connection and a satellite transmitter.

.........
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Figure 3: Cache-satellite distribution.

3.4 Web Documents

We denote the total number of documents in the WWW in the yearj-th asNj. Letx be the annual rate at which the
number of documents in the WWW is increasing.

Nj = Nj�1 � x:

DenoteSi, the size in bytes for Web documenti, 1 � i � Nj (we consider a document to be a Web page or an
in-lined image). Web documenti expires after an elapsed update intervalt following an exponential distribution
with average update interval�i [11].

fftg =
1

�i
e�t=�i :



Let Ri be the number of requests for documenti. Requests from an institutional ISP for documenti are Poisson
distributed with average request rate�I;i [15].

PfRi = rjtg =
e��I;i�t � (�I;i � t)

r

r!
:

Assuming that requests for documenti are uniformly distributed among allO2H institutional caches, there are
�I;i �O

2H total requests for documenti. Let�I;j be the request rate from an institutional ISP for allNj documents,

�I;j =
PNj

i=1 �I;i. �I;j is Zipf distributed [6] [33], that is, if we rank allNj documents in the Web in order of their
popularity, thei� th most popular document has a request rate�I;i given by

�I;i = �I;j
�

i�

where� takes values between0:6 and0:8 [6], and� is given by� = (
PNj

i=1

1

i�
)�1.

We assume that each document is requested independently from other documents, so we are neglecting any source
of correlation between requests of different documents. We consider that newly appearing documents will also be
Zipf distributed. That is, there will be some new appearing documents that will be very popular but there will also
be many other new documents that will be requested by few clients. Let� be the percentage of requests that are for
non-cacheable documents (private documents, cgi-bin, etc).

4 Performance Analysis

In this section we present analytical models to calculate upper bounds on the performance of a cache-satellite distri-
bution. We derive expressions to calculate the achievable hit rate at an institutional cache connected to the satellite
distributionand at an institutional cache not connected to the satellite distribution. We also derive simple expressions
to calculate the bandwidth needed for the satellite link, the disk space requirements at the caches, and the document-
access latency. The goal of this section is not to exactly model empirical results, but to examine the impact and
sensitivity of a large range of parameters in a cache-satellite distribution.

4.1 Hit Rate

The hit rate is the percentage of requests that find an up-to-date version of the requested document in the cache. We
assume that the caches have an infinite capacity and therefore documents are not removed from the cache due to
storage limitations. First, we analyze the hit rate at an institutional cache not connected to the satellite distribution
and then we consider the hit rate at an institutional cache connected to the satellite distribution.

Let L be a random variable denoting the number of links traversed to hit a document.PfL = 1g is the probability
to meet a document at the institutional cache. The steady-state hit rateHitj in an institutional cache in yearj, is
given by

Hitj =

NjX
i=1

�I;i

�I;j
� PfL = 1g � (1� �) (1)

wherePfL = 1g is given by

PfL = 1g =

Z
1

0

PfL = 1jtg � fftg � dt (2)

Let � denote the time into the interval[0; t] at which a request for documenti occurs. The random variable� is
uniformly distributed over the interval[0; t]. Thus,

PfL = 1jtg =
1

t
�

Z t

0

PfRi > 0j�g � d�: (3)



wherePfRi > 0j�g is the probability that there has been at least one request for documenti in the interval[0; � ]. For
an institutional cache not connected to the satellite distributionPfR i > 0j�g = 1�e��I;i�� . EvaluatingPfL = 1jtg

we obtain

PfL = 1jtg = 1 +
e��I;i�t � 1

�I;i � t
: (4)

Combining equations( 2) and ( 4) we obtain

PfL = 1g = 1 +
1

�I;i ��i
� ln(

1

1 + �I;i ��i
)

When all institutional cache are connected to the satellite distribution, only the first request for documenti out of
all requests for the same document in all institutional ISPs sees a document miss. The rest of the requests will see
a document hit. The hit rate at any institutional cache whenO2H institutional caches are connected to the satellite
distributioncan be calculated in the same way than for no cache-satellite distribution, using an effective client request
rate equal to�I;i �O2H . Since the effective client population is larger, the probability that there has been already at
least one request for documenti by the time a client requests documenti is given asPfRi > 0j�g = 1�e��I;iO

2H� ,
and is close to one.

4.2 Disk Space

To quantify the disk requirements of the caches, we calculate the cache disk spaceDj in yearj. Caches need to keep
a copy of every document distributed through the satellite during the period of time that the document is up-to-date.
Since documents expire aftert time units, a cache needs to keep all documents that have at least one request during
a periodt. The required disk sizeDj(t) in a cache for a given a periodt, is

Dj(t) = S �

NjX
i=1

�(1� e��I;iO
2Ht);

where(1�e��I;iO
2Ht) is the probability that documenti has at least one request during a periodt. Thus, the average

disk spaceDj in yearj is given byDj =
R
1

0
Dj(t) � fftgdt.

4.3 Bandwidth

Now we calculate the bandwidth needed for the satellite link to transmit all newly appearing documents as well as
all document updates. The bandwidthBWj needed in yearj, is given by

BWj =

NjX
i=1

bwi (5)

wherebwi is the bandwidth needed to transmit documenti

bwi =

Z
1

0

bwi(t) � fftgdt (6)

andbwi(t) is the bandwidth needed to transmit documenti given an update periodt. bw i(t) is given by

bwi(t) =
Si

t
� (1� e��I;iO

2H t) (7)

where1�e��I;iO
2H t is the probability that documenti is requested at least once in the periodt from any institutional

ISP.



4.4 Latency Analysis

Given the hierarchical topology of the Internet with very congested top levels and much less congested lower levels,
documents found at low network levels close to the clients experience small latencies. To quantify the latency we
calculate the expected number of network links that a request travels to hit a document. We analyze the latency in
the case that institutional caches cooperate through a caching hierarchy and in the case that institutional caches are
connected through a satellite distribution.

LetLn be the number of links traversed by then�th request for the same version of a certain document. The average
number of linksE[Ln] traversed by then-th request, is given by

E[Ln] =
X

l2f1;H+1;2H+1;2H+z+1g

l � PfLn = lg

We now calculate the distribution ofLn. The first requestn = 1 for a document in an update interval always travels
to the origin server, i.e.,PfL1 = 2H+ z+1g = 1. In the case that institutional caches cooperate through a caching
hierarchy, forn � 2, PfLn = lg is given by

PfLn = lg =

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

1� (1� 1

O2H )
n�1 l = 1

(1� 1

O2H )n�1 � (1� 1

OH )n�1 l = H + 1

(1� 1

OH )n�1 l = 2H + z + 1

(8)

In the case that institutional caches are connected through a satellite distribution we havePfLn = 1g = 1, for
n � 2.

5 Numerical Results

In this section we pick some reasonable values for the different parameters used in the analytical models to obtain
upper bounds on the requirements and performance of a cache satellite distribution. These values will be fix for the
rest of the paper unless stated differently.

The number of documentsNj in the Web at the beginning of the yearj=1998 is about 250 millions [5]. The Web
is increasing at a rate such that the number of documents get duplicated every year (x = 2) [5]. We consider that
the HTTP traffic generated in all the caches connected to the satellite distribution (O2H�I;j) in j = 1998 is equal to
10; 000 document requests per second (this value is equal to the Internet backbone traffic in 1998 [7]). The HTTP
traffic grows by a factor of2:8 per year due to the increasing number of clients, the increasing period of time that
clients are connected, and the increasing bandwidth of clients’ connections [7].

We consider that there is no relationship between the update period of a document and its popularity [6]. Thus, we
assume that all Web documents expire randomly with the same average update period�i = �. We vary� from 1

hour to20 days [11]. We also assume that the document size is independent of the document’s popularity and the
rate of change [6]. Therefore, we consider the same document sizeSi = S for every Web document, varying from
10 KB to 20 KB[19].

5.1 Latency Analysis

To consider real values for the latency, we analyzed 10 days of logs for the local proxy at EURECOM, which is
connected to a 3-level caching hierarchy. We averaged the latencies during the 10 days of the trace to obtain the



following values: transmission time from the local cache= 117 msec, transmission time from the regional cache=
550 msec, transmission time from the national cache= 800 msec, transmission time from the origin server= 1183
msec. Combining the probabilityPfLng (equation 8) that then-th request hits a document at levelL, and the
average latency to retrieve a document from network levelL, we can calculate the average latency experienced by
then-th client request for a generic document.
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Figure 4: Average latency experienced by then-th client in a 3-level hierarchical caching distribution and in a
cache-satellite distribution.O = 4, H = 3, z = 1.

In Figure 4 we considered the latency experienced by a client in a three level caching hierarchy and in a cache satellite
distribution. In both schemes, we see that the first request for a document always needs to travel to the origin server,
thus experiencing high latencies (1; 183 msec). In hierarchical caching, the probability to find a document at closer
to the clients increases slowly as the document becomes more and more popular. Thus, it is necessary to have a very
high number of requests per update period (n > 104) for clients to experience average latencies equal to transmission
time from the institutional cache. In a cache-satellite distribution, on the other hand, the document is pushed to all
institutional caches after the first client request. Thus, every client request after the first one (n > 1), is directly
satisfied from the institutional caches. As a result, a cache satellite distribution clearly reduces the latency to the
clients by bringing documents into edge caches after the first document request.

5.2 Hit Rate

Figure 5(a) shows the hit rate for cacheable documents as a function of the total request rate (�I ) at a single cache
(the population size can be easily calculated by assuming a certain client request rate, e.g. 500 requests/day [2]).
We observe that for caches with small request rates, the hit rate is very small since the sharing among clients is very
limited. As the number of requests increases, the hit rate increases with the logarithm of the request rate. However,
it is necessary for a cache to have at least100 to 1000 requests per second to satisfy80% to 90% of the cacheable
requests. This request rate is equivalent to having a population size of about17; 300 to 173; 000 clients connected to
the cache, which is a very large value for many ISPs. As a result, ISPs with small client populations usually deploy
inter-cache cooperation protocols with other ISPs at the same or different network levels to increase the effective
client population and improve their hit ratios.

A satellite distribution, on the other hand, can easily increase the effective client population connected to the cache
with no inter-cache communication protocol. In Figure 5(b) we considered the case of a single cache with�I = 15

requests per second, and the case ofO2H = 64 identical caches that cooperate using a cache-satellite distribution
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and generate960 requests per second. Again we plot the hit rate for cacheable objects. Our analytical results for
the hit rate on a single cache not connected to the satellite distribution indicates values ranging from33% to 45%,
which are very similar to the actual hit rates reported for many institutional caches [3]. For a cache connected to the
satellite distribution we obtain hit rates from80% to 90%. Thus, when individual caches get inter-connected through
a cache-satellite distribution, the hit rate doubles.

Given the long-tailed distribution of Web documents, there are many documents that are requested only once or
less in an update period. Documents requested only once in an update period are not shared by several clients and
should not be cached. Therefore, the master site can take the decision to broadcast only those documents that have
a number of requests per update period� higher than a certainthreshold. In Figure 5(b) we also show how the hit
rate for cacheable documents varies as a function of the threshold. For small thresholds and a satellite distribution,
the cacheable hit rate is smaller than100% since there are many documents that are requested only once during an
update period. As the threshold value increases, the hit rate decreases, however, even for very high threshold values,
e.g. 20 requests per update period, the hit rate is not decreased by more than15%. As we will see in next section,
this is a very important result since using threshold filtering policies allows caches to achieve high hit rates while
reducing the disk requirements and bandwidth needed for the satellite link.

5.3 Caches Capacity

The price of disks is decreasing faster than the price of the network capacity. Additionally, the capacity of the clients’
disks is increasing at a rate of 60% per year [7] with a baseline of 9 GBytes in 1998 (Figure 6). In a few years it will
be easy to find disks with capacities close to TBytes at current prices [16].

With such large storage capacities it will be feasible to store a large portion of the Web on several disks at different
points in the network. In figure 7(a) we show the disk capacity needed to store all Web documents that have at least
one request per update period (Ri > 0). The values presented are an an upper bound for the storage requirements
in a cache. Taking an average document size ofS = 10 Kbytes andS = 20 Kbytes, the total number of documents
distributed through the satellite can be stored in several TBytes (i.e.,20 TBytes in the year2000). These results
match very well those reported in a recent study [19], where the size of the publicly indexable Web pages and
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Figure 6: Disk Capacity Trend.

images in the middle of 1999, was estimated to be18 TBytes. The storage capacity to store all newly appearing Web
documents needs to be doubled every year, following the rate at which the number of Web documents is increasing.
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Figure 7: Disk capacity needed to store all Web documents send through the satellite.

In Figure 7(a) we see that if the master side only transmits those documents requested more than once (Ri > 1),
the needed storage capacity drops to1:8 TBytes in year 1999 and increases at rate equal to rate at which the HTTP
Internet backbone traffic increases (2:8 times per year). In Figure 7(b) we see that if the master site only transmits
those documents requested more than 10 times, the needed storage capacity in the year 1999 drops even more to
187 Gbytes and increases at a much smaller rate. Caches with storage capacities of several hundreds of Gbytes are
already common today [25]. This simple filtering policy saves a lot of disk space in the institutional caches and
reduces the hit rate at an institutional cache by less than10% (see previous Section). In the case that caches do not
have such storage capacities, more sophisticated filtering policies could be implemented at the client side to reduce
the needed storage capacity while hardly affecting the hit rate [17].



5.4 Bandwidth

As we discussed in Section 4.3, the satellite needs to send document updates for existing documents and newly
appearing documents in the Web. Using equation 5, we plot in Figure 8 the necessary bandwidth for the satellite link
to keep broadcasting newly appearing documents and document updates that are requested at least once in an update
interval (Ri > 0). We take the size of a Web document asS = 10 and vary the update period� from 10 to 30

days. From Figure 8(a) we can observe that the bandwidth needed to send documents through the satellite is close
to 31 Mbps for year 1999 and that keeps increasing with a rate close to2 per year. The rate at which the bandwidth
increases depends on the rate at which the HTTP Internet backbone traffic increases and on the rate at which new
documents appear in the Web. If all appearing documents were requested at least once in an update period, the
bandwidth would increase at the same rate at which Web documents appear in the Web (factor of2 per year).
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Figure 8: Required bandwidth at the satellite to transmit new documents and document updates.S = 10 KBytes.

As discussed in Section 5.3, there is a large group of documents that are only requested few times in an update
interval. From Figure 8(a) we see that when the master site only transmits documents requested more than once
(Ri > 1) the bandwidth needed is reduced to19 Mbps for the case of� = 10 days, and year 1999. When the
update interval� increases, new updates must be distributed less frequently and the bandwidth needed decreases,
i.e. for Ri > 1, � = 10 days, and year1999 the bandwidth needed for the satellite link drops to12 Mbps. A
satellite distribution of an analog television channel uses a bandwidth of27 Mbps. Thus, with the capacity needed
to broadcast one TV channel a cache-satellite distribution can be used to distribute almost all Web documents in the
year1999.

Figure 8(b) shows the bandwidth needed at the satellite link when the master site only transmits those documents
requested more than10 times. In this case, the needed bandwidth at the satellite in 1999 is equal to2:2MBps. These
numbers approximate those provided by the cache-satellite company Sky-Cache [27], which in 1998 was using a
4 Mbps link to feed Web documents into the subscribed caches and only broadcasted those documents that were
requested several times during an update interval (e.g., more than two or three requests per update interval).



6 Trace-Driven Simulations

In this section we perform a trace-driven analysis to evaluate the hit rate of an institutional cache that it is not
connected to a cache-satellite distribution and the hit rate of an institutional cache connected to a cache-satellite
distribution. We also use the trace driven results to validate the analytical model developed in Section 4.

First, we will present the distribution of hits and misses in an institutional cache to better understand the potential
benefits of a cache-satellite distribution.

6.1 General Distribution of Hits and Misses in a Single Cache

To investigate the distribution of hits and misses, we analyzed the logs of our institutional cache at Institut EURE-
COM [2]. We took7 days of logs from the10th of December to the17th of December of 1998, which include
187; 054 requests. Our institutional cache has6 GBytes of disk space and connects about100 clients.
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Figure 9: General distribution of EURECOM’s cache entries. Hits are shown with a continuous line, misses are
shown with a dashed line.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of the object rate for the different days of the logs (results for the byte distribution
show a similar behavior). The total hit rate (HIT) includes documents that are directly satisfied from the cache
and documents that are satisfied from the cache but need a previous check with the origin server. We see that the
total HIT ranges from35% to 50%. We see that the hit rate for documents for which the cache does not need
to contact the origin server (HIT-no-check) ranges from20% to 35%. The percentage of non-cacheable objects
(Not-Cach) never exceeds10%. We consider a document to be uncacheable if 1) the document was created by a
cgi-bin script, 2) the document requires authorization, 3) the document has an HTTP 1.1 cache-control header to
explicitly mark it as non-cacheable, 4) the document request is a query, 5) the document response has a “pragma:
no cache” header, or 5) the document request method is other than GET. We did not consider documents carrying
a Set-Cookie header as uncacheable, since the HTTP 1.1 protocol, as opposed to the HTTP 1.0 protocol, allows
these responses to be cached. The percentage of uncacheable objects that we have found in EURECOM’s cache
has also been confirmed by other studies [28] [22]. The sum of first-access misses, capacity misses, and update
misses (First-Access+Capacity+Update) account for as much as50% of all requests. We expect capacity misses
to be a very small fraction of these requests since EURECOM’s cache has a6 GB disk space, which is enough for
EURECOM’s small client population [25]. The percentage of update misses (Update) is about9%, therefore, the
first-access misses account for a big percentage of the misses (30%-50%). The number of first-access misses is very
high is because EURECOM’s cache has a very small and diverse client population.



Next, we calculate themaximum achievable hit rate (Max-HIT) assuming an ideal scenario where institutional caches
have an infinite storage capacity and all documents are prefetched in the cache before they are requested. In this
ideal case, all requests are hit in the institutional cache, except requests for non-cacheable documents and requests
where the client imposes a poll check with the origin server (i.e., reload). This scenario is equivalent to having a
huge number of institutional caches cooperating via a satellite distribution where the probability that a client is the
first client asking for a document is very small and thus first-access misses, and update misses become hits. The
Max-HIT at EURECOM’s cache is about85%. Therefore, if EURECOM’s cache would be connected to a cache-
satellite distribution with many cooperating institutional caches the hit rate could improve by a maximum of30% to
50%.

6.2 Cache-Satellite Distribution Study

To investigate the effect of a cache-satellite distribution we analyzed the logs of an ISP in the USA (AYE [1]), which
is connected to a real cache-satellite distribution [27]. We took one week of logs (Dec18-25, 1998), which account
for 13; 689; 620 requests. This ISP gives access to about1000 residential and business clients and has an institutional
cache with48 GBytes of disk space that is connected to the SkyCache [27] satellite distribution. SkyCache’s cache-
satellite distribution was joining at the time the logs were collected more than30 ISPs in the USA, including several
national ISPs. SkyCache was pushing new documents and document updates at a rate of4 Mpbs twenty four hours
a day. The master center of the SkyCache satellite distribution was only broadcasting those documents that received
several requests in an update period, depending on the available satellite bandwidth [27].

Analyzing the log traces from AYE’s cache we could identify hits produced by documents pushed through the
satellite channel, and hits produced by documents previously fetched by local clients, which are independent of the
cache-satellite distribution. Thus, we could calculate the hit improvement in AYE’s cache achieved by the cache-
satellite distribution. Figure 10 shows that the totalHIT rate at AYE’s cache if the cache would not be connected to
the satellite distribution is30%-40%. The number of first-access misses is much smaller than in the EURECOM’s
trace,25%-35%, since AYE’s client population is much higher than EURECOM’s. When AYE’s cache is connected
to the satellite distribution there are many requests that are satisfied by documents previously pushed through the
satellite distribution. The increase in the hit rate offered by a cache-satellite distribution in AYE’s cache is about
18%-25%, thus, AYE’s cache is having a total local hit rate (HIT+Satellite) of about60%. The maximum possible
hit rate (Max-HIT) assuming the idealized case where all documents are prefetched into the institutional caches and
caches have infinite disk is about90%.

6.3 Scaled Satellite Distribution

Now, we proceed to simulate the case where the cache-satellite distribution network of which AYE’s cache is part,
has a much larger client population. For this purpose we took seven days of logs from the four major parent caches,
“bo”, “pb”, “sd”, and “uc” in the National Web Cache hierarchy of the National Lab of Applied Network Research
(NLANR) [3] from Dec 18th to 25th, 1998 (32; 892; 307 requests). These caches are the top-level caches of the
NLANR caching hierarchy and all cooperate to share their load. We simulate the scenario where we have the
satellite distribution described in the previous section and then we assume that NLANR top-level caches get also
connected to the satellite distribution.

To simulate this new scenario, we consider that AYE’s cache is connected to the SkyCache network. Then, for every
request in the AYE’s trace that results in a miss, we check if the request could be satisfied by any of the documents
requested in the NLANR trace. If some client in the NLANR caches previously accessed the document missed in
AYE’s cache, the document would have been distributed through the satellite and would result in a local hit in AYE’s
cache. To model a more realistic situation, we consider that the AYE cache is finite and can only keep a certain
number of documents pushed through the satellite from NLANR (i.e., one day). This corresponds to a storage



capacity of16 Gbytes, which have to be added to the48 GB that AYE’s cache already had.
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Figure 10: General distribution of AYE’s proxy log entries. Hits are shown with a continuous line, Misses are shown
with a dashed line. NLANR entry shows the additional hit rate achieved when NLANR top-level caches also connect
to the satellite distribution.

In the absence of MIME headers (i.e., last-modified, expires, etc.) in both, NLANR or AYE traces, it is difficult to
ensure that a document miss in AYE’s cache, whose URL matches one entry in the NLANR logs, is still up-to-date.
To verify if two document requests with the same URL correspond to the same document version, we compared the
documents size of the request in the AYE logs and in the NLANR logs. Thus, if the URL and the document size of
a miss in the AYE logs matches the URL and the document size of any entry during the previous24 hours of the
NLANR logs, we account for a new document hit.

In Figure 10 we show the increase in the hit rate at AYEs institutional cache when NLANR caches get also connected
to the satellite distribution. The additional hit rate offered by the NLANR traces is4% to 5%, resulting in a total
hit rate (HIT+Satellite+NLANR) of about65%. The benefits achieved by adding the NLANR logs are not very
high since AYE’s cache is already connected to a cache-satellite distribution with a large effective client population.
When the number of caches connected by the satellite is already large, adding a new cache to the cache-satellite
distribution offers only minor improvements. In the same way, when ISPs with a large client population connect to
the cache-satellite distribution, the expected hit rate improvement is small. However, the satellite distribution helps
reducing the bandwidth costs of any ISP, since documents are prefetched into the caches using the satellite link,
freeing the expensive Internet terrestrial connections.

Hit rates close to65% have also been reported in a caching hierarchy [25][28]. However, in a caching hierarchy a
request needs to travel up in the network through a series of caches until the document is hit. These caches can be
very congested or can be connected trough very congested links, in which case clients can experience high response
times. Instead, a cache-satellite distribution can achieve the same hit rates locally with fast response times, low
bandwidth usage, and a minimum configurations. However, there is still a big gap between the65% hit rate and the
maximum achievable hit rate90%. This can be due to the fact that the local cache is only preloaded with one day of
logs from the NLANR caches; if more days would be used the hit rates would increase. Also, we should note that
a satellite distribution needs to receive the first request for a document before it is transmitted through the satellite.
If the number of documents that are requested only once is high, the maximum achievable hit rate is limited (see
Section 5.2).



7 Conclusions

Caching is being extensively deployed in the Internet to alleviate the problems related to the exponential growth
of the Web. However, caching has a limited performance due to the high number of requests not hit in the cache.
Requests not hit in a cache are requests for documents that have been purged from the cache, requests for non-
cacheable documents, or requests for documents that no client has fetched before. Since the price of the disks is
dropping very fast and the capacity of the disks is increasing at very high rates, we expect that only few documents
will be purged from the caches due to space constraints. Only when the number of multimedia documents and
continuous media streams grows, limited disk capacity may become a problem again. Non-cacheable documents
may become cacheable if some intelligence is placed in the caches to cope with dynamic content [8]. To reduce the
number of requests that result in first requests for a document, a cache needs to be shared by a large client population.

In this paper we analyzed a cache-satellite distribution that interconnects many caches and creates an effective client
population that is very large. A cache satellite distribution does not require any inter-cache cooperating protocol
and drastically reduces the number of requests that are first requests for a certain document. We have presented
analytical models and performed trace-driven simulations to evaluate the performance and requirements of a cache-
satellite distribution in terms of hit rate, disk space at the caches, document-retrieval latency, and bandwidth needed
at the satellite. We have found that small ISPs with a cache disk space of about64 GB connected to a cache-satellite
distribution, can improve their local hit ratios by a factor of25% to 35%. For ISPs with a large client population
(e.g., several thousand clients), using a cache-satellite distributionoffers only marginal improvements on the hit rate.
However, using a cache-satellite distribution ISPs can significantly reduce the cost of filling their caches, freeing up
more expensive Internet terrestrial links for other services.

In the case that home clients are also connected to the satellite distribution, they do not suffer the last mile problem
for the Web traffic since documents are pushed directly to their disks. As a last remark, one should notice that if
the percentage of uncacheable documents increases, the importance of a cache-satellite distribution or any other
cache-sharing protocol will be less relevant and a higher effort should be made to increase document’s cacheability.
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